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Criser sees inflation
eating SUS budget
BY MIKE ARCHER
Oracle Staff Writer
Board of Regents <BOR)
Chairman Marshall Criser said
yesterday that even with efficient
management, additional
programs funded by the
Legislature, and slightly increasing enrollment figures, the
State University System (SUS)
will be hurt seriously by inflation
in coming years.
"The question now is whether
we will go into a serious

recession, or even a depression,"
Criser said. "Runaway inflation
is hitting the universities as hard
as it is hitting everyone else."
THE BOR CHAIRMAN said
cost of living increases allocated
by the Legislature this year for
university salaries and operating
expenses are far from adequate.
He said he is optimistic the
Legislature will "do all it can to
keep up with the cost of living,"
but said inflation will continue to
cut dollars off the budgets of state

universities faster than they can
be replaced.
"I don't think we can keep
pace," he said. "We're going to
need very large increases just to
stay even."
A planning official in the SUS
said the system will follow the ·
Wholesale Price Index in
requesting allocations to cope
with inflation next year.
ACCORDING TO the index,
prices jumped 8 per cent between
1972 and 1973, but took a 17 per
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Up against a giant
The Science Center, one of the t.:-.llest
buildings on the USF campus, seems to
double in size when the point of view
changes from across campus to the giant

feet supporting the structure. The sandy
colored bricks covering the edifice seem
to vanish into oneness as your head tilts
skyward.

friday's

cent leap between 1973 and 1974.
In the area of expenses,
covering purchase of supplies,
postage, travel, printing and
contractual services, state
universities will need a 19 per
cent increase, the official said.
"It will take this much just to
get back to the 1973-74 value," she
said.
The amount of money required .
for the nine-university Florida
system has risen steadily since
fiscal year 1972-73, when it took a
$27 .2 million expense budget to
cover the purchase of supplies
and services for the universities.
THE FOLLOWING year the
expense budget rose to $28.6
million, and rose in fiscal year
1974-75 to $32.8 million.
Given a requested ·rn per cent
hike plus additional allowances
for skyrocketing utility costs and
new and improved programs, the
1975-76 expense budget could be
as high as $43.8 million, the official said.
A large increase in salary
allocations will also be requested,
she said. For Administrative and
Professional (A&P) and faculty
employes, a 15 per cent hike will
be needed. In career service
area, a 5% per cent increase will
be requested.
As the system moves into
leaner years, Criser said, "The
salaries of people damaged by
inflation have to be one of the big
priorities."
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Marshall Criser
•.. universities in trouble

Textbook Center
insulation still
definite hazard'
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BY DAVID RUSS
Oracle Staff Writer

U ravich has no authority
to keep records: Otero
BY SANDRA WRIGHT
Oracle Editor
Tampa Police Chief Charles
Otero said yesterday he feels
University Police Chief Paul
Uravich has no legal authority to
withhold officers' reports from
public scrutiny .
"I don't see how he can do that
<withhold reports)," Otero said .
"I think they are covered by the
public documents statute."
URAVICH CURRENTLY
withholds officers' reports from
public view but releases a "brief
synopsis" of daily police activity.
Otero said he makes available all
non-investigative
reports
(commonly called face sheets)
and information relating to cases
which are not scheduled to go
before court.
"If you withhold things ·from
the public, they are bound to be
suspicious," Otero said. "Anyone
who has nothing to hide and tries
to is a damn fool."
Uravich has said he will consider making available selected

Paul Uravich
... withholds reports
case information upon request by
case number. However, Otero
said he makes all non investigative
information
available to all reporters.
"You or any other reporter has

a right to this information,"
Otero said.
OTERO SAID he strongly
believes in openness and tries to
operate the Tampa Police
Department in the sunshine. He
said he tries to make as much
information public as is possible.
"The face of that report is
public," Otero said. "You have as
much right to see it as any
reporter."
University General Counsel
Steve Wenzel has said Uravich,
by agreeing to "entertain"
requests for specific documents,
is fulfilling his legal requirements. But Deputy Atty. Gen.
Baya Harrison has said Uravich
is violating the spirit of the
"Sunshine Law" by requiring
citizens to specify which
documents they want.
"People want to know what's
going on," Otero said .
Uravich was unavailable for
comm ent yesterday t.o clarify his
defi nit.ion of "t•ntcrt.a in in g
requests."

Although USF has been under a state directive to "immediately"
correct a fire hazard in the Textbook Center since Aug. 13, adequate
changes have not yet been made, Robert Johnson, Supervisor of the
State Fire Marshall Division of Inspection said yesterday.
Johnson said the polyurethane foam insulation used in the center
presents a definite fire hazard and will eventually have to be either
protected with another substance or removed.
UNIVERSITY POLICE Safety Officer William Mills said even
though he doesn't personally think the foam is a fire hazard, as a
University official he is working under the assumption that there is "a
problem."
Bob Wallace, Assistant Vice President for Administration, said hi~
office sent a letter to the State Fire Marshall's on Sept. 26, three day~
after school began, requesting help getting the test results of a sprayon product in California which is supposed to fire-proof the insulation.
Wallace said USF has taken no action before receiving test results
because taxpayer's money might be wasted if the substance were
applied before fire officials approve it.
Funds to apply the substance are already appropriated, he said.
MILLS SAID the problem in determining the insulation's hazard is
· in deciding whether to use manufacturer state or federal test
specifications.
,Johnson said the Federal Trade Commission <FTC) has indicted all
manufacturers of polyurethane foam following a rash of fires caused
by the product's flammability. Johnson said as long as the FTC is
involved , the product's safety will be determined by that agency.
Moving the textbook facilities was considered, Mills said, but was
decided against because of the time factor involved. Mills said additional fire extinguishers and local fire alarms, along with exist signs
and emergency hardware on "most" of the exit doors, have been
instnlkd in the Textbook Center.
Jolmson said the!'e additions were necessary even if the foam insulation had not been present.
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Earthquake rakes Peru, kills 11
LIMA - A powerful earthquake raked eastern Peru
yesterday with death and
destruction, toppling buildings,
knocking out communications,
and creating mass hysteria.
Government
ruthorities
reported at least 11 deaths and
expected the toll to rise.
Hospitals in Lima were filled
with persons injured.
The government issued an
urgent call for all available
hospital, police and fire personnel to report for duty.
In Lima, cornices from older
buildings fell onto the streets,
damaging some cars. Walls
cracked and some windows
shattered, covering sidewalks
with splintered glass. Hundreds
of houses collapsed, but most
escaped outside.
The National Geophysical
Institute said the quake struck at
9:21 a.m. 1:21 a.m. EDT and
lasted about one minute.
It was followed by a series of
earth tremors of lesser intensity.

Nixon curses press
LONG BEACH, Calif. - A
news photographer for the Long
Beach Independent PressTelegram said yesterday that
former president Richard Nixon
cursed him when he attempted to
shoot a picture of Nixon coming
out of a laboratory in a
wheelchair.

Kent Henderson had been
assigned to station himself at the
entrance to the Long Beach
Memorial Hos pit al nuclear
medicine department. He said
that he waited in the corridor for
about two hours until Nixon
suddenly appeared .
The photographer said that
when Nixon caught sight of him
the former president's face
"contorted with anger."
He said Nixon shouted at him:
"You goddamn son of a bitch!"
City editor Lee Craig said
Henderson was so startled that he
neglected to shoot the picture.
Nixon was wheeled immediately
back into the laboratory and
apparently returned to his room
by another route.

Swedes win prize
STOCKHOLM
Swedish
authors Eyvind Johnson and
Harry Martinson, relatively
unknown outside their country,
were named yesterday to share
the 1974 Nobel prize for literature
and the $123,000 it carries.
Some of Sweden's younger
literary figures immediately
attacked the choice on grounds
the prize winners had won little
international acclaim. One young
author said their selection
smacked of corruption within the
prize-a warding
Swedish
Academy of Letters.
Sources close to the academy

From the
Wires of
United Press
International

had leaked the news three days
ago. They said the choice was
made not to upstage exiled
Russian writer Alexander I.
Solzhenitsyn, scheduled to pick
up his 1970 award when the prizes
are formally presented by King
Carl Gustaf Dec. 1.
Solzhenitsyn, unable to receive
his prize at that time because he
was still in the Soviet Union, is
expected to make one of his rare
public speeches at the December
ceremonies this year.

Co-conspirator named
WASHINGTON - Richard A.
Moore, once special counsel to
former President Richard M.
Nixon, has been named as the
20th unindicted co-conspirator in
the Watergate cover-up case on
the basis of "newly discovered
evidence,"
sources
said
yesterday.
Moore, 60, a benign and
fatherly looking figure who
contradicted John W. Dean's
testimony before the Senate
Watergate Committee, said he
knew nothing about it.
But sources close to the case
confirmed that Moore was the
unidentified person who Special

Special policy for felons
TALLAHASSEE-A policy
aimed at keeping convicted
·felons from competing for scarce
places in university law schools
will be broadened to cover
medicine, architecture and other
courses for which there are more
student applicants than facilities
will handle, a board of regents
spokesman said yesterday.
The policy is to be adopted at a
regents meeting here Monday,
corporate secretary Hendrix
Chandler said.
Approval by the cabinet board
of education is also required
before it could be put into
operation.

Florida water safe?
TALLAHASSEE-Florida
is
not in a position to assure
everyone that the water they are
drinking is safe the environmental protection agency
said yesterday.
The EPA said a 12-month
sampling of some representative
small and large water systems
showed that they meet mandatory federal drinking stan- ·
dards and none are adually
hazardous to the health.
But many included impurities
that make them aesthetically
undesirable, the bulky report
said. This means the water is

From the
Wires of
United Press

International

brownish, either tasteless or not
pleasing or contain impurities
that while not poisonous or
disease-bearing would turn away
people, perhaps to other waters
that may be less safe though
better looking.

Palm .killer spreads
STUART-Lethal yellowing,
the disease which has killed
thousands of coconut palms in
southeast Florida, has moved as
far north as Martin County, the
state department of agriculture
reported .yesterday.
Department workers said the
disease had been confirmed in
two palms located one mile north
of the Palm Beach-Martin County
line, just north of Tequesta on
U.S. 1. The location is the northernmost spot the disease has
been discovered.

Odds of depression
BOCA RATON-An economist
told a trades conference Thursday that the odds of a world wide
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depression within the next 12
months are 50-50.
The estimate came from Pierre
Rinfret, one of the economists
who was dis-invited to President
Ford's economic summit conference last week, in a speech to
top industry executives.

Prosecutor Leon Jaworski said
Wednesday had been added to the
list of unindicted co-conspirators.
They said it resulted from "newly
discovered evidence" found in
the White House tapes of Nixon's
Watergate conversations .

Median age increases
WASHINGTON - The median
age of the American population is
increasing, the Census Bureau
reported yesterday.
The greatest increase was in
the 25 to 34 age group as the post
World War II "baby boom"
children began replacing a
smaller population base born in
the Depression years. This group
of young adults jumped 18 per
cent from 1970 to 1974, it was
estimated.

Heath finds mate
LONDON - When former
Prime Minister Edward Heath,
the best-known bachelor in the
land, confessed on television he
regretted that he had never
married, a computer dating firm
could not resist the chance.
It fed Heath's data into its
computer-musical,
loves
sailing, fond of fine things-and
pushed the button. Up came Mrs.
Kate Egerton, a 39-year-old
divorcee-musical, loves sailing,
fond of fine things.
"I'm surprised and very

amused," Mrs. Egerton said.
"I'd be highly honored if he asked
me to marry him."

Vietnam bombed
SAIGON - The government
poured reinforcements yesterday
into a crippled military
headquarters in the Central
Highlands that was blasted by a
heavy Communist mortar, rocket
and artillery bombardment, the
military command said.
No immediate casualty figures
were available, and the base
could only be contacted by
reconnaissance planes, the
command spokesman said.

Oil on the beaches
SANT A BARBARA, Calif. - Oil
nodules the size of peas have
washed ashore on beaches in the
same area hit by a massive oil
spill in 1969 but the Coast Guard
said yesterday it was a natural
seepage and not particularly
unusual.
Reports of another despoilation
of the sands around Santa Barbar a were discounted by a
spokesman who said the condition has resulted from the oil
floating ashore in calm sea instead of following the usual
pattern ofbeing blown out into the
Pacific Ocean.
Lt. Terrance O'Connell, in
charge of the oil, said the amount
of oil on the beaches was only a
little more than normal.

NOW, from the novel by

Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.
SLAUGHTERHOUSE FIVE

RatedR

·Fun-Furniture

Bean Bag
Chairs
Passion Pads-Extra Long
Filling for Chairs
CONEY'S INTERIORS
315 S. Howard
258-2131

Winner 1972 Cannes Film Festival Jury Prize Award
'One of the most daring, original and totally fascinating pictures ever made."
-Rex Reed
" . .. a testament of the art of filmmaking."-Judith Crist

Friday & Saturday, Oct. 4 & 5, LET 103
7:30 & 10 p.m.
FREE for USF students with validated Fall ID's

OTHERS: $1.00
Sponsored by UC-SGP

Come See the Changes We've Made:
800% increage -in camping equipment rental$
166% increa$e in ghowroom Roor gpace
100% increage in pergonnel to aggid you
SO% increage in invento"I including many new Hemg

EASY TRAILS

NOW RENnNG
most all of the
equipment you need
for backpacking, canoe,
bike g car camping.
Day, weekend, weekly,
or monthly {with purchase option af greatly reduced prices.)

INC~

"Quality" Camping Equipment
8711 N. 40th St.
988-0045

Open Thur., Fri., 9-9
Mon., Tueg.,
9_6
Wed., g Sat.
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College education costs
evaluated by task force
HY MIKE ARCHER
Oracle Staff Writer
A state inter-governmental
"task force" has been working in
Tallahassee for six months trying
to determine how much it costs to
educate college students.
Ken Boutwell, State University
System (SUS J vice chancelor for
Administrative Affairs, said
yesterday that the group, composed of representatives from
community
colleges ,
the
Governor's office, the Senate,
and the SUS, will study
educational costs for about two
years before arriving at a concrete recommendation for the
Legislature.
BOUTWELL SAID the force

will try to determine the dollar
value to universities of each Full
Time Equivency (FTE l, and then
will decide what type of funding
formula .best fits the needs of
state universitites and colleges .
"We don't believe in a strictly
cost-base formula, " Boutwell
said , referring to funding
procedures built primarily
around
projected
student
enrollment.
He said
that although
recommendations were still "two
years down the road," work so
far indicates that incorportating
some aspects of a " zero-based
formula " into the budgetary
process would be a good idea.
''Each year you would

regenerate all your resources ,"
Boutwell said . This, he said,
would make it difficult for
universities to rely on previous
year's enrollemnts to act as a
base for future allocations.
THE NEW FORMULA would
likely include a fixed amount of
money for the administration and
operation of the state universities
and colleges, he said.
On top of this amount, he said,
student
enrollment
would
determine funding of educational
needs , and an "improvement
component" would be available
through which state schools could
receive allocations for special
programs or projects.
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No stron g opposition
again st Day Care change
Photo by Mark Sherman

And it's another excited USF student!
As thousands of zany young men and women dart
from class to class happy to be on campus this year, this
happy fellow seems to be saying ... uugh.

Tuition suit ruled
in Regents' favor
BY ILENE JACOBS
Oracle Staff Writer
The tuition suit filed by
University of Florida SG Pres.
Steve Merryday was defeated
yesterday by a Putnam County
judge.
The judge ruled in favor of the
Board of Regents (BORJ in the
suit, which questioned the BOR's
right to change the tuition
structure
without
the
Legislature's approval.
"THE JUDGE RULED that the
new fee schedule becomes effective the moment it is introduced into the Legislature,"
Merry day
said.
"The
Legislature , in order to defeat it ,
must do the same things they do
to repeal any other law or
statute ."
" We had anticipated that
outcome," SUS Corporate
Secretary Hendrix Chandler
said.
Chandler said that
Judge Ben Willis of
County circuit court
favor of the BOR in
case.

last year
the Leon
ruled in
a similar

"We didn't see how they could
change the ruling," he said.
"EVERY TIME something
new is introduced you expect
people to find flaws with it,"
Chandler said. "After it becomes
accepted, people begin to look at
it more objectively."
''The key concept is when do
things become effective,"
Merryday said. "I said that the
new fee schedule was not effective unless approved by the
Legislature. The BOR said it was
approved by acquiescence. The
judge ruled that it was approved
when
introduced
to
the
Legislature.''
Merryday said he will not
appeal the ruling.
BOR Chairman Marshall
Criser said the new fee structure
will benefit some students and
hurt others. "You can't please
everybody," he said.
Chandler said that most
comments about the new
structure from the universities
are favorable because "it
provides a more equitable fee for
part time students who are taking
10 and 11 hours ."

Universi ty Bicycle Club
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BY PARKER STOKES
Oracle Staff Writer
The proposed uniform day care
policy before the Board of
Regents (BQR) has met with "no
strong opposition" on the Board,
Ken Boutwell, State University
System (SUS) Vice Chancellor
for Administrative Affairs said.
The proposal, which will come
before the BOR at its Oct. 7
meeting , would make the
establishment of a USF Day Care
Center possible.
THE CURRENT POLICY does
not allow buildings that are used
for instruction or research to be
used to house a center. Under this
restriction , no USF building
would be suitable, USF officials
have said.
SG officials have said they
would fund a center but, SG
President Richard Merrick said,
"I should hope that other
agencies within the university
would be willing to contribute to
the center.
''I would not like to see SG bear
the total burden," he said .
Vice President for Finance and
Planning Bert Hartley said,
"There is a great demand for a
Day Care Center ... no question
about it."

attempts to find an off-campus
sight for a Day Care Center have
proved unsuccessful .
SHE SAID the new policy,
should it be adopted , would make
it possible to set up a center in the
Andros Classroom Building.

Hartley said the SG proposal
before the .space committee to
use room in the soon to be
vacated Andros classroom
building for a Day Care Center
"will be considered with all the
other proposals."
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SG Special Assistant Karie
Kennedy said," If we open up a
Day Care Center and allow staff
and faculty to use it, there is
already $1,000 earmarked for
such an operation from the administration." Kennedy said that

REMEMBER: Sign up for

~SEJ~ECT

WINES, CHEES ES
DELI•M EATS, PARTY TRAYS
Sandwiches To Go-Fresh Bread Daily-Fresh Bagels

TOURS, PROTECTION, PATHS, ROUTES,
PARKING, CLINICS, RACING

Open Fridays till 9 p.m.

Meetings every Friday

BUSCH BLVD.
t-

.~tudents,

staff and faculty we/conic

Have you found our air pump? !t's on the basement kvel, UC East.

Vl

BULLARD PARKWAY

1-1 Bullard
Parkway
Near Corner Of
I 56th & Busch Blvd.
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Uncondition al amnesty only fair
President Gerald Ford's proposal for
conditional amnesty for draft evaders
and war deserters is a good step in the
right direction . Unfortunately, it is
inadequate.
Those who refused to serve in the
Vietnam travesty should not be
penalized for responding to their
consciences. Nothing less than complete amnesty is acceptable.
· U. S. involvement in the Vietnam war
was unjustified, unnecessary and a
needless expense of precious lives and
dollars . It served no useful purpose and
wasted valuable American resources in
the process.
YOUNG MEN who realized the
senselessness of the war before the
politicians in Washington should not be
punished for their insight. Neither
should soldiers who, when confronted
with the atrocities of war, refused to
support the military effort.
Many Americans have said that to
give even conditional amnesty is to
insult those who fought in the war
whether they agreed with it or not.
Others have said it is unfair to those
who died in battle to pardon those who
· refused to fight.
The Oracle disagrees .
Although it is a cliche expression, two
wrongs never make one right. Keeping
young men with a conscience from
returning to their homeland will not
;indicate those who were slaughtered
in an imperialist war.
There is no way to bring any measure
of justice to the war or any memory of
it. The only ray of hope is to try to heal
the wounds that exist and put Vietnam
as far behind as possible.
AND THE best way to do that is to
bring home any American who wants to
come but cannot because Ile refused to
bow to the absurd dictates of a hawkish
government.
Those who note that they served in a
former •war, such as the first or second
world war , are overlooking one very
important fact. Those wars almost
assuredly necessitated American involvement ifthe country was to remain
intact. The U.S. faced direct threats in
both cases .
The same cannot be said in the case
of Vietnam. The onl}' threat remotely
related to the U.S. in this case was the
loss of financial benefits .
It is only fitting that capitalisLi.c
rather than moralistic issues motivated
our involvement. If moralism had
played any part-as our leaders sought
to convince us it did-the U. S. could not
have supported the fascist, totalitarian
regimes set up in South Vietnam .
BUT WE were told moralism was a
major issue. We had to save the world
from the communists or the " domino
theory" would go into operation. Today
South Vietnam, tomorrow the world.
The Oracle finds this reasoning to be
without basis in logic . The comm un is ti cally-con trolled nations ' are.,
after all, governed by people just as the
capitalistic nations are. No one wants
global warfare or a major confrontation of the super powers which
would end in annihilation of all or most
of the world's people.
The draft evaders and deserters who
were cognizant of this irrational
element in the Vietnam war should not

be punished for their consciousness.
Instead, they should be welcomed
home.
We feel President Ford and the U. S.
Senate and House of Representatives
should take a careful look at the amnesty proposal made by Ford . We think
that if they consider it in an unbiased
light, they will agree that requiring any

Editorials

Never think that war, no matte r how necessary or how iustified, is not a crime . Ask

the infantry and ask the dead .

-Ernest Hemingway

service-a euphemism for punishment-from men who obeyed their

conscience rather than Uncle Sam, is
an insult to justice.
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SG housing info valuable
Students planning to move into an
apartment or duplex should give more
than passing attention to the place they
choose . A wrong move could cost you
your security deposit as well as your
peace of mind .
To those new to the area· and to those
unfamiliar with the specifics of various
complexes, the SG off-campus housing
office offers a wealth of information.
Students can pick up the " Off-Campus
Survival Manual" or look through a list
of others at USF who are looking for
either a place to live or someone with
whom to share a dwelling .
The manual is of particular value to a
novice apartment hunter. It contains an
up-to-date listing of almost all the
complexes in the USF area as well as
information relating to each unit. It
lists price ranges and such information
as the amount of security deposit
required and whether water and gar- .
bage fees are included in the rent.
11
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No matter how busy you are, a v·isfr to
UC 156 (the SG offices) is well worth
your time if you are looking for a place
to live. If you don't find out all you can
about the apartment you plan to live in,
you will have no cause to complain if
the sewer backs up into your living
room.

This public document was
promulgated at an annual cost of
$143,514.76 or 8c per copy, to .
disseminate news to the students, ·
staff and faculty of the University
of South Florida. <Seventy-one
per cent of the per issue cost is
offset by advertising revenue.)
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Special day will provide
chance for fun at USF
Editor's note: Each week, the Oracle will

Student Organizations

guest
tommentarg

When John Pitts walked into
the Student Organizations office
Monday afternoon . after the
second President 's Council
meeting , he was looking for Jim
Gorton who wanted to share a
program that Campus Crusade
had to offer.
And speaking of programs,
Mike Mauller, had a great
Halloween party in mind .for IT
.· and so asked Debbie Isaac if the
sororities would partiCipate . At
the same time Lee Patioullet was
looking for Nelson.Alba to let him
know that he was ready for ·the
"pirate invasion" of the Ad
building next week.

dimensions you'll treasure about
life at USF.
Many people have said there's
nothing te do here - obviously
are those · people who don't do
anything here-so how would
· they know . College is not just a
preparation for life - it is ·life. I
offer you a chance to find out for
yourself by attending the Activities Mart next Wednesday
(Oct. 9). on Crescent Hill. A
streetdance will follow ;i.t 8.p.m.
until lO p.m . The whole purpose
of the day is 'to acquaint you with
the people and activities at USF

make space available for a commentary

from a USF or e ducation-related person.
Today 's commentary is by Carol Spring ,
assistant director of Student Organizations.

BY CAROL SPRING

. which you can choose to join.
Every day thereafter until June ,
the staff of the Office of Student
Organizations will be available to
meet with any student who would
like to plan out 1 the out-of.classroom- experience. Just drop
in CTR 217 between 10 a .m . and 12
noon, and an aqviser will help you
identify your needs and suggest
ways for you to me·e t those needs.
"NEVER LET classes interfere with your education, "
someone once said. You came
here for a variety of- reasons not
the least of · which is that
academic diploma. But know
that with that head stuff is tied in
some body and some feelings _:._
experience that through , our ·
groups , our organizations,' and
our activities.
See you . on the Hill_:_
Wednesday! .,
.•.

Better prepare now
for holiday madness
Whoever - said 'seeing is
believing' never had to put his
credence into action the way
some of us had to .
It was the day after Labor Day
weekend. The temperature of the
air around Boston hung on 80
degrees , and the humidity clung
liike wet cissues to the hands and
faces of everyone in the store.
MOTHERS SHOPPING for
back-to-school clothes were
wondering how they ever were
going to get their kids out of their
bathing suits and into the corduroys and cottons they were
gathering for their fall wardrobes.
The kids themselves were
wishing idly that the authorities
simply would call school off on
account of good weather and
they could stay in those bathing
suits forever.
When what to our wondering
eyes did appear but a large
contingent of store em ployes
carting to their show cases the
first of the Christmas trees
(artificial, of course) and ornaments to put them on sale for
the holiday season.
There was a time when
Thanksgiving was considered the
opening gun of the big Christmas push. Slowly over the
decades the date has crept backward until Christmas is barely
past before it becomes present
again.

liberated
woman
BY MARY MCGRATH
OBVIOUSLY THE economy is
in such a state that those whose
sales are seasonal are preparing
themselves for a long cold winter
of discontented holiday profits .
They see a need to get a running
start simply to stay in the same
place that other Christmas
shopping seasons have created
for them.
True, they have not warmed up
the chimes or unleashed the
carols, but if tree-time comes,
can Santa and his senseless crew
of crazy elves be far behind?
Prepare your head.
Let me be the first to wish you
the season's greeting . (It's only a
matter of time before you'll wish
I were the last!)

letters polity
The Oracle welcomes
letters to the editor on all
topics.
Letters
should
be
typewritten triple spaced.
The editor reserves the
right to edit or shorten
letters.

THAT IS unless Bob Wimmer
doesn't convince Lee to join his
organization first.
Debbie
Valentine, on the other hand , just
couldn 't find the · time to be a
pirate ·since she was a student
assistant. Louise Frederici would
certainly have enjoyed that task,
but being in a wheelchair does
have its limitations . And besides,
she and Bill Parks are extremely
involved in getting the Tape Bank
ready for blind students like John
Rose to use. Harry Fink, in the
meantime, was trying to figure
out why more organizations
hadn't signed up to help him out
with the Weirdo Olympics at the
River Riot next week. Andy
Weston was in at that time too
and talked to Mike Kiefer who .
knew the VAC wouldn't really
want to get involved with the
Activities Mart. But Radio Club
sure did want to since SOAB had
granted their request according
to Steve Jenkins . And Don
Saunders was working hard to
get more clubs - especially the
sports clubs - signed up for the
Mart.
So many are interested like
Jim Steele and John Farrell. At
least there will be plenty of room
at this streetdance unlike the
Busch Gardens party last week
when Vicki Oppenheim and her
floor were turned away at the
gates. Al Lewis couldn't have
done a better job directing traffic
that night, either. And speaking
of directing , Ron Ramsey
organized a great Black
Reception. But it took ad vertising, thanks to Joy Clark
and Peaches Carnegy. And the
foreign students' trip to
Disneyworld wasn't complete
without Fariedeh Mehran .
AND SPEAKING of offices,
was Carl Brown ever pleased to
get to use desk space in 217. And
if Hank Layton ever sells all his
books, we'll all jump for joy .
Wayne Wechsler is looking for a
new parlimentarian , and Jon
Bragman only needs a few good
people for AIESEC. And if only
Allan Jotkoff could find some
more money for Janice Wloch
and UVS, maybe Bob Leeds
wouldn't have to beg Paul
Rutledge so much to help cosponsor the streetdance.
Can you believe all that happend one afternoon? I can't
either, but it did and it does.
College is a great place to be, but
a great space to fill if you don 't
know anybody. Learning about
yourself, your needs, your likes
and yo ur dislikes , are the

Mackey commends
O.racle perfo·r mance
Editor:
I wish to offer , my congratulations to you, Valerie ,
Wickstrom and the members of the Oracle staff who
worked for both · you and_ Valerie during the period of
time when the Oracle was evaluated in competition for
the ."All-American" rating, and in order to receive this
recognition ; all of you had to work very hard and very
long. Congratulations to each individual involved.
Sincerely,
Cedl Mackey /
PresideJJ,t

Times lauds Oracle
Editor:
Congratulations on the AllAmerican rating-again!
However, I've watched the
Oracle for several years and I
think that currently it is the best.
It's certainly the cleanest
typographically, the subject
matter is right on target for USF

DOONESBURY

and the writing arid editing seems
to be done with a lot more thought
than in some instances in the
past.
Good luck.
Sincerely,
H. Doyle Harvill
Managing Editor
Tampa Times .

by Garry Trudeau

Application for
Phord Fellowship '
1. Are you .a

resi-

dent of the Third
World?
Yes . .

2. What is the t.opic

of your proposed
plan of study?

"fµ.ff Vi5CeRAL-

l(e5poN5e oF THE

A:JRBRiAN SoiJ!H-EAST

w

ASiAn
111e l/llfR.O[)llCTlon OF SUSfAiffed

AUToMA1JC k/eApons
Pi~."
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Falco's contemporary awareness
aids creative growth of company
Louis Falco Company
Tonight and tomorrow night 8:30
Theater Auditor;um

BY DIANE HUBBARD
Oracle Staff Writer

In conversation, Louis Falco
gives the feeling that no time is
more important than the present.
Perhaps it is his awareness of the
present that has enabled this
dancer-choreographer and his
tight, young company to accomplish so much creatively in
· the past few years.
Tuesday, early afternoon,
"the ·present" found all ··five
members of the company soaking
up the sun by their motel pool.
Having begun the day unusually
early · with
a
lecturedemonstration at ·a local
elementary school, Falco had to
be awakened from his lounge
chair for · this interview.
IN THE future he said he would
like to skip 9 a.m. lecturedemonstrations, but he seemed
pleased by the reaction he
received from his grade school
audience. While .the company
danced, the children reacted
verbally, he said, and the

teachers tried to make them be
quiet.
"The last thing I wanted was
for them to be quiet," Falco said.
Asked if, the boys thought it
funny to see men dancing, he
replied with an emphatic "no."
"To them dancing is just
another job, just another role you
play in this world."
DEEPLY tanned and not
looking much like a New Yorker,
Falco's resource of energy was
evident even as he relaxed; in his
impulsive, sporatic replies; as he
lit and smoked three or four
cigarettes in a half-hour.
Dance is one of the few
professions with equal chances
for both sexes, Falco said. In
terms of responsibilities and
contributions "I don't find it any
different for male and female,"
he said.
As for the lifestyle-peforming,
rehearsing, touring, and, as he
describes it, "the constant battle
to kt:!ep your body in shape" -if
he had it to do over he would still
be dancing.
"I get off on it," he explained.
THE COMPANY performs

Bay Campus begins films
with · Nixon comedy-satire
BY DAVID RUTMAN
Entertainment Editor

The Bay Campus begins · its
Friday Evening Film .Series
tonight with "Millhouse," a white
comedy about Richard Nixon.
·~:Milihouse" is also booked for

Head Theatre at the Tampa
campus. · through arrangement
by David Ellman, secretary of
Head Theatre .and Sudsy
Tschiderer, Bay Campus . activities coordinator.

Films presented at the Bay
Campus are presented free to all
area college students, faculty and
sfaffwith ID and their family and
guests.
The reason that "almost
anyone" can get in to the film is
that the 'Bay Campus gets films
, at the lowest based price for their
audience size.

''We've never charged ad. mission because there are so
little activities on campus. Our
"We block-booked it," said
movies are a service," she ex~
Tschiderer; During the summer, · plained.
she said, she was told of the film
The Bay Campus also tries to
by the · St. Pete History Comschedule at least one family film
munity., and Ellman ·and she
per quarter because many of the
planned to show the comedy at
both campuses. · ·
students are married and have
· small children. This quarter's
family film is "Pufnstuf," based
"After we show it, a courier
on the Saturday morning TV
from Tampa will rush over and
~eries : It stars Jack Wild, Martha
take it back for Head Theatre,"
Raye and Cass Elliott.
she said. ·

about 21 weeks a year. When not
performing they rehearse and
members of the corripany pursue
their own individual interests (as
well as collecting unemployment), he said. Financially,
it is a struggle, and they always
live "from day to day."
However, Falco is optimistic
about the future of dance in
America.
"The audience is building, the
profession is getting larger, the
medium is getting better. The
caliber of dance in America is the
best-though not in terms of
support."
"It's amazing that so much
dance gets done here with so little
money and. security available."

The Louis Falco Dance Company
.•. in a scene from 'Caviar'
248-5935

MON, - SAT. IOA.M. - S P.M.

Falco
is
CURRENTLY,
channeling the majority of his
energies toward choreography.

·u_1veone11·
1603Y2 7th AVENUE

"There are a number of areas I
want to explore-beyond that I
don't like to know where the
ballet is going to end up. I like to
keep myself in suspense."
Besides creating most of the
dances for his own company,
Falco has choreographed for
Ballet Bambert, Nederlands
Dance Theatre, The Boston
Ballet, the Washington Opera
Society and others. In November,
he will be in Holland to do a new
piece for Nederlands Dance
Theatre.
His choreography expresses
"how I think rather than what I
think," he said.
"AS AN artist, the most exciting thing is how free a fantasy
you can have."
Tremendously popular when
they performed here in 1971, the
company has since been touring
with original works and performing in New York City's
Lincoln Center and Alice Tully
Hall, among other places. Their
performances Friday and
Saturday nights in the USF
Theater Auditorium will include
"Twopenny Portrait," a new
duet for Falco and Georgianna
Holmes: along with two pieces
-formerly performed here,
"Sleepers" and "Caviar.''

YBOR CITY

HANDCRAFTED JEWELRY
HANDMADE & IMPORTED CLOTHING

MADE TO ORDER EMBROIDERED CLOTHING

Piano, Organ I J!!~~WUL!'
(Classical), 6,~JiFIJ6J '
Voice
as taught by

Murdoch L. Beaton,
Graduate of the Royal Academy of Music,
·
London England
Studios Located in

Temple Terrace, Wellswood, Westshore,
Town 'N Country and
Carroll wood.
phone

.

-1153
238 -4653

·\)\i.xa Po/, .

5 different beers
on draft
soft drinks

(II you like thot sort o( thing )

We Try Harder

etc.

* Pizza
* Sandwiches
* Spaghetti
* Lasagna
* Salads

Mon.-Thurs. 11 o.m.-l:l p.m.

Complete menv available

Fri. & Sat; 11 o.m. ;__ 1 o.m.

for take-out service.

Sunday 5 p.m. -

12 p.m.

Temple Terrace
Plaza
988-7391

Temple Terrace
Plaza
988-7391

Guaranteed No Rip-offs

from Atlanta
FREE BEER!

Wednesday and Sunday

Open Nightly at 9 PM
3300 S. Dale Mabry
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Hobbits group together
"'
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Bilbo Baggins standing at his door
... smoking an enormous wooden pipe

1

Slaughterhouse'
•
examines war
Slaughterhouse Five
Directed by George Roy Hill
Tonight and tomorrow night 7:30 and 10
LET 103
Presented by UC-SGP
Admission Free

BY ELLIE SOMMER
Entertainment Editor
Between the bombing of
Dresden and the mythical planet
of Tralfamadore , Billy Pilgrim ,
is brought to cinematic life by
director George Roy Hill <Butch
Cassidy and The Sting).
Adapted from Kurt Vonnegut
Jr .'s book, of the same name,
"Slaughterhouse Five," is a very
graphic description of the contradictions and injustices which
exist in the real world . Hill has
not taken an egotist's liberty with
Vonnegut's plot, but has instead,
very sensitively portrayed the
myriad of flashbacks and fantasies.
Although
somewhat
unbelievable the planet
of
Tralfamadore , does exist for
everyone. Or at least some
escape that replaces the desolate
planet.
Whether you have read the
book first or plan to read it later
makes
no
difference.
"Slaughterhouse Five" is a
complexity worth sorting through
in different media. The footage of
Germany as seen through the

eyes of the director is as
awesome as the bombing of
Dresden. Both sequences show
the absolute innocence of an
ageless man (Billy Pilgrim)
"unstuck" in time.
''Life is a collection of
moments, strung together in
random order, " Vonnegut says
through Billy.
Tralfamadore offers Billy an
escape. But the twist is even in
paradise Billy can not turn off the
bloody decadent memories of
World War II. Even when a sexy
naked actress joins him.

BY ELLIE SOMMER
Entertainment Editor
" Hobbits are little people,
smaller than dwarves. They have
sharp eyes and ears ...," so goes
the beginning of J .R .R. Tolkien 's
famous fantasy "The Hobbit."
George Randolph, instructor
USF Department of Speech
Communications, plans to adapt
Tolkien's story for a Chamber
Theater production Qtr. 1.

Earth,' " Randolph said. He
hopes to have a cast of 20-40 and a
large technical crew to recreate
the land · and characters
described in Tolkien's book.
Auditions are in LET 478,

Monday · and Tuesday 7-10 p .m.
For further information contact
Randolph in LET 425. The
production will be sponsored by
the Department of Speech
Communications.

He invites all interested
students, regardless of size,
shape or sex tq tryout for the
adventurous
and
exciting
adaptation of Tolkien 's fantasy .
"I can give an illusion of
smallness, so anybody and
verybody can tryout," he said .
\!though he specified that
students of extremely high
stature may be discouraged from
playing hobbits and dwarves . But
he emphasized the variety of
roles in his adaptation .
A person may play more than
one role, thus giving more exposure to a single reader , he
said. Many "tall" roles are
available such as the Dragon,
Gandalf, the Goblins, and more,
he said .
"I want to create 'Middle
0

USF Artist Series Presents

lO UI/ FALCO

Jazz-rock group

DAnCE comPAnY

to play in Keg
Stormy weather ahead , so
bring your umbrellas, Thunder
and Lightning is coming to the
Empty Keg South today from 35 p.m. Beer .is reduced courtesy
of Saga Food Service, and the
entertainment is sponsored by
the UC-SGP.
Thunder and Lightning has
developed a fairly strong
following with their jazz-rock
funk sound. They recently won a
battle of the bands at Papa's
Dream in St. Petersburg . They
are a fairly new group, but look
for them again at the River Riot.

Head Theatre exposes Millhouse'
Head Theatre, the popular
midnight film series, begins Qtr .
1 tonight with "Millhouse," a
white comedy about America's
only living ex-president.
" Millhouse, " directed by
Emile de Antonio, presents old
Nixo·n newsreels and speeches
with interviews of Nixon 's friends
and foes.
Among the sequences in the
film is Nixon 's 1968 acceptance
speech when Nixon said "Let's
win this one for Ike." Immediately , Antonio switches to a
scene from " Knut e Rockn e
Story." as P at O'Brian faces his
tea m and says ··Let's win this one
for the Gipper. "
Incidentally, the a ctor who
pla yed the gipper in that film was
Rona ld Reagan.
Also in "' Millhouse· · is Nixon ·s
1952 "Checkers" speech in which
Nixon lists his assets after the
exposure of a fund created for
him by var ious interest groups .
Nixon's famous "Last Press
Conference" of 1962 is shown, as
Nixon says " You won 't have
. f'lilf~n ~o, k.i~~ ,ar?l!1:d. ~ ~~ ~o_re~' '.-. ,

after losing the gubernatorial
race in California .
·
"Millhouse" shows Nixon at his
worst , and produces comedy at
its best.
The show, repeated Saturday
night, plays in LET 103 at midnight.
Admission is free to USF
students with validated ID .
Genera l admission is $1.
Head Theatre is co-sponsored
by SGP.

Pirates may invade
Some sources have it that a
boatload of pirates are planning
to kidnap top University officials
next week. Other rumors sa y
USF will be invaded by
paratroopers. If by land or sea.
be on guard for some pretty
excit ing happ en ings aro und
Crescnt Hill during the middle of
next week. In the meantime
watch out for swashbucklers and
. fl~i~~ ~~~.hi~es.! . . . ,

I
Students

$2.00

"The most exciting new modern dance company
to eme r ge during the last decade." ... N. Y. Times

Friday & Saturday - October 4 & 5
8 :30 p·.m. University Theatre
Tickets on sale now. Theatre box office, l: 15--1:30 p.m.
For information about FREE USF student tickets, phone 974-2323

General

$4.00

, ·H4~,......~~~. . .~~~,.... . .~~~H4H'4~,..,.......~~f'H~~~.........~~
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First black chosen

sports Robinson named manager
October 4, 1974

CLEVELAND (UPI) - Frank
Robinson today was named
player-manager of the Cleveland
Indians, the first black manager
in major league history.

Robinson, the only man to e.v er
win the Most Valuable Player
-A.ward in both the National and
the American League, succeeds
Ken Aspromonte, who was fired.
received
a
Robinson
congratulatory telegram from
President Ford while his appointment was being announced
by Tribe General Manager Phil
Seghi.
The Indians finished fourth in
the American League East. They
won six games more than they
did last season and had their best
winning percentage in six. years
with a 77-85 record, 14 games
behind
division-winning
Baltimore.

Robinson, in his new position,
can achieve a number of
distinctions next season.
As designated hitter, he can
reach his stated goals of 3,000
career hits and 600 home runs, a
twin plateau equaled only by
Henry Aaron and Willie Mays.
He also could become the first
manager to lead the Indians to a
World Series since 1954.

Rugby Club
sets games
with Miami
BY RINDYWEATHERLY
Oracle Sports Editor
. The USF Rugby Club will
unveil its 1974 squad tomorrow in
its 2 p.m·; . opener against the
Miami Tridents.
. "They're .(the Tridents) almost
like a rival with us," said USF's
Tom O'Donnell, a member of the
selection comqiittee which
determines · the Brahmans'
starting lineup. "It's always been
a close contest."
-USF IS 4-0 against the
Trid~nts, a splinter group from
the University of Miami's squad.
To~orrow's actiorl will.feature
two games , ,playf:ld, back-to"back,
at the intramural' softl>ali fields .
Since 4s:play~r·s· tried out "foi; the .
club, USF, will have · ·en,ough
:· play,e rs to ' fill out two complete
\ ~iqe(5 of" 15 players each for the .
doubleheader.
··
As a . member of · the Florida
Rugby Union, the club is required .
to play twice at each of its interleague meetings.
"This year we've finally got a , .
full ' side with experience,''
O'Donnell said. Many · of the
Brahmans have at least two
years of rugby behind them' he
·
·
'
.said.
LAST FALL USF compiled a 5.3 record and finished fourth in the .
-. state . · In . their informal spring
· tournaments the Brahmans had
· about a .500 percentage,
O'Donnell said.
The club's practices ·· are
Tuesdays and Thursdays from
7:30 to 9:30 p.m . at the intramural fields .

FALL RUGBY
SCHEDULE
Oct. 5-Miami Tridents
Oct. 12-Winter Park
Oct. 19-at Miami RFC
Oct. 26-Jacksonville
Nov. 2-at University of Florida
Nov. 9-0rlando
Nov. 16-at Winter Park
Nov . 23-Naples
Dec. 14-15-Florida Cup Tournament (al
Orlando)

"Managing is the important
thing with me, not managing
because I am black. Of course
being first is special, but it's not
the most important thing ."

Formerly Losers

Lacrosse Club
slates practice
Workouts are scheduled for
USF's Lacrosse Club Saturdays
at 10 a.m. on the intramural
football fields.
Anyone interested in joining
the club is invited to attend its
meeting Tuesday at 8 p.m. in UC
203 or call Jeff Fox at 988-3582.

Prior to the announcement,
Robinson said, "I will say it is not
so important being the first
black in history to be named
manager, but to manage, period.

PRESENTS

TRICKS
Comparable to Bowie and Cooper

Thur/Sun

COUSIN
mixed drinks

- accoustical
group

nitely:

RAlcH

REDf<oT
~IXl/Jfl lip meal In a mihafe.1
q

Happy Hour: Mon-Thur, 8 pm to l 0 pm

35 ¢ JltCHSAtt,.5

Good Old-fashioned

Next Week:

Hot Dogs

Outlaws and Elders

Get One Dog FREE

Tues - Sun

. ·. When You Buy ONE
Valid anytime thru Nov. l, 1974

4136 Busch Blvd.
, (1 ' block East of ~usch Gardens)

BEA.R5S

~

NEBRASKA

14929

N. NE BRA.SK.A AVE.

(
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football forecast
PRO

COLLEGE
BY RINDY WEATHERLY
Oracle Sports Editor
BAYLOR OVER FLORIDA STATE-A few years
·ago Baylor was as bad as the Seminoles are now.
The Bears have come a long way since then.
TAMPA OVER AKRON-After giving the Miami
Hurricanes a run for their money last week, the
Spartans should have no trouble with Akron.
LOUISIANA STATE OVER FLORIDA-The
Bengal Tigers have a great football team; they just
haven't put it all together yet.
AUBURN OVER MIAMI-Rubin Carter can't
stop Auburn by himself. The Hurricanes are not as
good as their record.
TEXAS A&M OVER KANSAS-The Aggies are
for real. David Walker's gang will make believers
out of the. Jayhawks.
MICHIGAN OVER STANFORD-The Wolverines
will continue to roll, at least until they face Ohio
State.
ALABAMA OVER MISSISSIPPI-The Crimson
Tide is just too strong for Ole Miss. The Rebels are
in for a rough afternoon.
NOTRE DAME OVER MICHIGAN STATEAra's boys will be up for this one after their run in
with the Spoilermakers last week.
WISCONSIN OVER MISSOURI-This will be a
close one. But the Badgers are at home, and that
will be the difference.
TEXAS TECH OVER OKLAHOMA STATE-With
Tommy Duniven running the offense and Ecomet
Burley anchoring the defense, the Red Raiders will
hand the Cowboys their second straight setback.

BY GABE PUNISKA
Oracle Sports Editor
DALLAS OVER MINNESOTA-Injuries plagued
the Cowboys against the Giants. Nod goes to the
Cowboys because Landry usually makes his move
when he has to-and he has to now.
PHILADELPHIA OVER SAN DIEGO-The
Eagles offense is finally untracked. Meanwhile, the
Charges have lost their horseshoe.
BUFFALO OVER GREEN BAY-0.J. will add to
Dan Devine's problems. Brockington and Lane
must provide more punch or the ghost of Vince
Lombardi will continue to haunt Devine.
LOS ANELES OVER DETROIT-The Lions still
haven't matched the ignominy of the WFL Wheels,
but they are threatening · to.
OAKLAND OVER CLEVELAND-More trouble
along the shores of Lake Erie. A methodical football
machine, the Raiders should win big.
CHICAGO OVER NEW ORLEANS-Tampa's
Gary Huff is making Soldier Field an exciting place.
NEW YORK GIANTS OVER ATLANTA-Falcon
quarterbacks have been the victims of a sieve· like
offensive line. All the Falcons will be the victims of
Van Brocklin's wrath after they lose again.
PITTSBURGH OVER HOUSTON-The Steelers
will· be in an ugly mood after being shut out by
Oakland.
NEW ENGLAND OVER BALTIMORE-The
Colts should follow in the footsteps of their most
infamous fan and plead "no contest."
NEW YORK JETS OVER MIAMI-Upset special.
The Dolphins will have to play more than nine
minutes of football against the Jets. Cosen may
inspire Namath; besides, Broadway Joe is at his
best at night.

Sailors entered
•
In FSU regatta
BY RINDY WEATHERLY
Oracle Sports Editor
The Windjammers, USF's
Sailing Club, will be in
Tallahassee this weekend for the
Florida State University (FSU)
Invitational Regatta.
They will be trying to improve
on last year's number three
regional ranking, and the schools
rated above them, Tulane
University and FSU, will both be
there to meet the challenge.

Wendy Burns
... will be skipper

Women golfers

to meet again
Prospects for USF's golf team
will hold their second meeting
Monday at 4 p.m. in PED 213.
The team will enter the Florido.
State University Invitational Golf
Tournament· Oct. 21-22 al
Tall ah asst:{'. .J oA nne Yon ng
coordin;_llor of 1,vornen·s intercollegiate athletics, said
yesterday.
"I'd at least like to see what we
can do in this one right off the
bat," Young said. She said four to
six golfers would make the trip.
So far nine women have signed up
for the team.

IM deadline today
Today is the last day to sign up
for intramural basketball and
tennis. Entry forms are available
at the Intramural Office, PED
100. Activity in both sports begins
Wednesday.

USF Wrestling Club
Meeting
Mon 4-5 PM
RM 101 GYM
All Weights Welcome
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Fall baseball begins today
It's "play ball" at 3:15 p.m.
today as the baseball team opens
its fall exhibition slate, hosting
St. Petersburg Community
College <SPCC) at USF's field.

back," Brahman assistant coach
Jeff Davis said yesterday.
"Pitching will be their strong
point.''
Veterans Mark Baum, Steve
Ruling, Charlie Mischo, Chris
Welch and Jay Keller will all see
some action on the mound today
for USF, Davis said.

The game is the debut of new
USF coach Jack Butterfield.
"SPCC has quite a few people

971-2439

Servicing Ail
Makes &
Models
Across from Schlitz 0

LIVE

ENTERTAINMENT

'1\tuu. 1 V\t\., s"-r. ·

i:oo,"'-r.oo~·fft·

M.Z. BLACKWELDER
-s. \ '°"
ALAN MANDELL
fc\..V...- ~O<!...\<...

Pr-ot-E-;.<;,iono...\

C!:rE:R.. ~ ~orr.\>c~Ei!->

So"'nd :r_,..,~,...e,.'$$io

\''l\'St

4944 E BUSCH BLVD
BUSCH PLAZA
988-8458

MARK FIFORD- and racing
team captain Wendy Burns will
skipper the two US!<' boats. Their
crews will be picked today.
Fourteen races are planned,
with seven schools participating.
The University of Florida,
Florida Southern College, Rollins
College and Pensacola Junior
College are also represented.
The regatta is one of four the
Windjammers have scheduled
this quarter.
Other club activities planned
inelude trips to Sand Key. Sea
World, Gulf Star Yachts and
Sebastian Inlet. They sailed from
Clearwater to the Dry Tortugas
last summer.

"\\E SAILED through the tail

end of Hurric;me .Fifi," Burn;;

said. "It wasn't really that bad
sailing, but it was a new experience for a lot of them. There
were a lot of seasick people."
The club members are hoping
to sail to the Bahamas during
spring break, Burns said.
Those interested in joining the
Windjammers are asked to call
Burns at 974-6288 or attend
meetings Wednesdays at 6:30
p.m. in the UC. Dues are $7.
Sailing classes are taught by
the club Wednesdays at 2 p.m. in
the UC. "To let people know
every aspect of sailing, from
cruising to racing," Burns said.

For $500 a month - Think Deep
If you're good enough, you can be a nuclear officer.
The Navy needs some very special college graduates who aren't
afraid to find out how good they really are. Find out how you
can earn n1ore than $500 a month during your senior year and
he guaranteed nuclear power training upon graduation.
Call 985-1010 for more information or see your Navy Officer
Information Team Oct. 7-10 at the Career Placement Center.
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USF volleyball team wins
After only three full days of
practice, USF's volleyball team
topped St. Petersbur g Community College (SPCC ) 15-2, 15-3
last night.
The contests were delayed
when SPCC had transportat ion
problems, but 50 people stayed to
watch the action .
"Those kids (from SPCC) had
been sitting on the highway for an
hour," USF coach Jane
Cheatham said.
"They've got a lot of potential.

Auto cros s
to be held

Debbie Gunter chases an errant volley
... as the Brahmis ses pick up a victory.

70 tea ms ent er
foo tba ll lea gue s
BY JEFF WHITTLE
Oracle Sports Writer

The fall season has finally
made it 's way to the USF campus , and along with it has come
her constant companion-football .
" We 've got exactly 70 intramural
· football teams this year ," said
Art Paikowsky , student a ssistant
for recreationa l sports . "We 'll
play 12 games a day, Monday
through Thursday. "
The season gets underway
Monday, with games at 4 : 15 and
5 :30 on the intramural football
fields.
The teams are organized into
six leagues , with different
numbers of divisions in each one.
"There are two fraternity
divisions , gold and green, " explained Paikowsky. "The Andros
and Fontana Leagues have one
division apiece, Argos League
has t~o, and the independent

division has four ."
Andy
Honker , assistant
coordinato r of recreation al
sports, said the games should be
well officiated.

King High plans
karate tourn ey
The first annual Glenn Premru
Southern Open Karate Championships will be held tomorrow
in the King High School gymnasium . The tournamen t, which
offers competitio n ·in all
divisions , will also feature a
weapons demonstra tion by
Premru, a sixth degree black
belt.
Registration is from 9 to 11
a .m . Eliminations begin at li
a .m . and the finals ar.e slated for
7 p.m.
For further information concerning the event, call 935-1111.

USF's Sports Car Club
(USFSCC ) will stage its first
autocross of Qtr. 1 Sunday at the
Arts and Letters parking lot.
Registration begins at 10 a .m .
with a driver's meeting at 11:30
a.m . Competition begins at noon .
Trophies will . be awarded to
winners of each of the 16 classes .
Entry fee for USFSCC members is $3 and $3 .50 for Council of
Tampa Bay Autocross Club
members, USF staff and
students . Admission is $4 for all
others.
·A practice autocross is slated
tomorrow at noon, also to be held
in the Arts and Letters parking
lot. The practice is open to
everyone for $1.
For further information, interested persons may call
USFSCC secretary Sharron
Sciortino at 986-2259 .

They'll have a good chance in the
state junior college cham pionships, " Cheatham said .
Of th e Brah misses ' performance , Cheatham said , "The
serves are much improved over
what they were during tryouts ."
Cheatham said she may hve to

move the backline up to fill holes
when the frontline blocks spike
attempts .
The Brahmisse s will be back in
action Monday with a doubleheader against the University of
Tampa and SPCC . Game time is
4 : 15 p.m. in USF 's gym .

L.m aad but che rs J
Beer

Side Orders

Imported
Domestic
Draught
or Bottled

• Corned beef • ·Kosher pickles
• Ham & Swiss• Sauerkraut
• comb I nation • Basket 'o Chips
• kosher pickled tomatoes
• Reuben
• Turkey
o Pastrami

11-1

a.m. weekdays

Wine

730 W. Brandon Blvd.

o Champagne
• Rose
1

Sangria

• White wine
1

Beauiola is

l· 12

p.m. Sundays

ELECTRONIC
CALCULATOR
FROM.... IUlf tCfl
PORTABLE SLIDE RULE
CALCULATOR WITH
·MEMORY
• Oiroct Acc"" IJ...-y ~ 11";!~.,, St1"e

TO DD

(MSl and Recall (MR) for sl<>rin; lntonnodlote
resu lts or Com1onts.
• Specia l scientific fvndlons indude
· Reciprocol,Squore Root. Pi.
• Addilion, S ubtrocticn, Multfprk:crtklft, ard
Division functions at the touch of a key.
• Convenier.t Excho:i9c {E::X) key exchanQ*I

c ontents of di splay with memory.
• S:ientific: Notahon {E E) allows manual tnfry of
11umber.
.
•Automatic convenion to Klentific r.oto'Hon wfl!I\

95

New Policy-Fam ily Enterta inment!
All Seats $2.00 At All Times

an swers exceed 10 to the 0th d&grc'I Ct 10 to th~
-3rd d• r;<• •·
.

• AutOmolic constant on sttmdcrd functtons
j olwoys second numbeor t"ntered).

• fulJ .f!oaling decimol.
•Mixed/chain ca!culotio rtt1 powers.

• Algebraic logic makes problem enhy simpft
•• • exoclfy as you write it.

• 8tigtif, 1O<harocter LED di'play shows 6-cfi&Jt
manliuo, 2-diglt exponent plus aigns.

DOUBLE FEATURE

- Rechargeoble Nicltet-Codrnivm battery pac:lt.

provides' 12 hour portable operations, or clirect

from AC power using A.dopier I Charger
c;ncluded).
• Full ono year _,.,nly on ....ice and
componenb.

"For Pete's Sake"
with
Barbra Streisand

"Butter flies
Are Free"
with
Goldie Hawn
and
Eilene Heckart
MIDNITE SHOW FRI. & SAT.

Corvus Is a subsi~iary of MOSTEK Corporation, a leader In MOS /LSI elec•
Ironic technology end the first company in the world to introduce the single.
chip cclcul.o tor integrated circuit in 1970.

RECHARGEABLE
MEMORY

•Automatic percentage key(%)
•Automatic constant on ell five
functions.
• Eight·digit display with fullflooting decimal and negative sign.
•Memory storage indicator.
• Nickel cadmium rechorgsoble
batteries end AC adopter I charger.

NEW POCKET SIZED·
CALCULATOR
•Automatic (%)percentage key.
•Special averaging (N) key.
• full 8-digit display.
• Full floating decimal and negative
sign.
• Automalic constant on five
functions.
• Capability lo perform chain ond
mixed colculotions
Size: 4 7/o"L, 3"W, 'l.''H
Weight: 5 oz. with batteries

IU lft Cl l
DOWNTOWN
TAMPA
820
NO. FRANKLIN ST.
223-2000

TYRONE SQUARE
ST. PETE
PHONE

DOWNTOWN
ST.PETE
230 1st Ave. H.

343-2000

15 DAY TRIAL OFFER

PHONE

821·4000
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Know your rights during search
BY HARRY STRAIGHT
Oracle Feature Writer
Ed.itar's note: The following is the second

in a series of articles dea ling with le gal
r i ghts and regulations relating to mari j uana .
This article, as the first, deals with search

and seizure . The next installment will deal
with the role of police an campus .

The Fourth Amendment
protects you against searches
unless you have been legally
arrested , unless a search
warrant has been issued upon a
judicial finding of probable cause
or there is a border search , orand this is very importantunless you consent to the search.
If a police officer knocks on
your door and requests entry, you
can slam the door in his face. It
isn't the wisest thing in the world
to do, but in doing it you have
broken no laws . Refusing entry
does not constitute probable
cause .
HOWEVER. CONTRARY to
popular belief, police officers are
human beings. If you're clean, it
pays to cooperate. Who knows,
they might just want to tell you
somebody just ripped off your
car.
Generally speaking, even in the
case of probable . cause with or
without a search warrant , the
officers must fulfill certain
requirements prior to entry.
They must announce and
identify themselves. They cannot
pretend to be a delivery service,
the pizza man or friends. They
must identify their purpose, not
merely stating, " Police, open
up." And they must request
entry.
In the case of marijuana , two
things most often constitute
probable cause : looks and smell.
MARIJUANA BURNS. And
when it does it smells. A good
narc with a nose can nail a joint
at 50 paces.
Marijuana also can be
distinguished by its green or
brown leafy look. If an officer
sees green vegetable matter that
appears to resemble the plastic
plant down at headquarters , that
could be probable cause .
If the officer goes to the door , ·
knocks and while speaking to the
occupant, sees what looks like
hand-rolled cigarettes containing
green vegetable matter, that can
be probable cause.
If an officer is investigating
another crime and happens to
notice smoking paraphernalia
such as pipes, roach clips, etc.,
that can be probable cause to
enter and investigate, but only if
the material is in plain view and
plain sight. The occupant is
committing a felony before the
officer's eyes.
THE MOST frequent excuse for
probable cause is the roach . If
you eat it, the officer has the right
to search your mouth, but he
cannot have your stomach
pumped.
If you're in a car and the officer
who stops you can smell
marijuana, you can be arrested
and your person searched.
If he is at your house and
smells marijuana, and you admit
living on the premises, he can
place you under arrest.
If the police stand outside your
door and hear statements whi ch
" in their experience" means
there is a person using drugs
inside, or if they smell a drug, it
can amount to a valid probablecause situation . All they have to
hear is " pass the joint" or
" dynamite grass , Joe ," to knock
and investigate.
SOM E PEOPLE are lucky . In a
case ruled on by the court, police
searched a house and smelled

marijuana coming from an
opaque brown paper bag. They
found marijuana in the bag but
the case was thrown out. The
court ruled that .<'in plain smell"
was not equivalent to "in plain
view .''
But don't cow1t on it. Each of
these instances are based on the .
most general kind of terms .
Circumstances in each case could
change the way in which the
officers handle the arrest. And
your own conduct regarding your
individual rights could make a
difference.
Remember ,
don't
play
amateur lawyer. Do what the
ofl'icers tell you . And do it with a
smile, if you can .
·
Don't argue. But realize you
don 't have to give your consent to
a search.

Richie Havens has hushed crowds of
100,000 plus at Woodstock and
in London's Hyde Park.
Imagine his impact in the
intimacy of our Busch
Gardens amphitheatre.
He'll do two shows: one at
.1 p.m. and another at 5.
And there's no extra
_.._~........_~ admission charge to hear
~- him. Come early and
.~
spend the entire day.
Thrill to our rides and
introduce yourself to
some rare endangered
species of African wildlife.
It's all part of the day we
have planned for you. And
while you're here,
experience the special
world of Richie Havens; all
for $4.75 (kids: $3.75).

Richie Havens
October5,6

BuschUGardens~
1a mpa

Get to Busch Gardens by taking 1-75 north of Tampa to Busch Blvd.
We're open 9:30 a.m. to 6. (813) 988-8360.
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Exclusive ''Live versus Recorded'' Demonstration!
Friday, OCTOBER 4th-Saturday,OCTOBER 5th
7 and 9 P.M.

Noon and 3 P.M.

The finest stereo system you could have in your own home would be a group of live musicians . Since this is not
practical, you need a stereo system that can most accurately reproduce live music. Here is your opportunity to
make a comparison of th~ finest stereo system with a live musical group. The combination of musicians has been
selected to tax the capabil 1ties of our stereo~tem. Phone today for your reserved seat. Space for seating is I 1m ited .

~~

-'

~

.JlrtfCarr\)ll ,Stereo expert from Mclritosh
.
. - ..
Laboratory with 15 years experience in sterero systems, will .b e present to answer any
questions YQU may have about the equipment used in. the l.:ive vs. Recorded ·demon'stration. ·
·
·

~

--~~

AKG D200E
The AKG 0200E has separate
elements for low and high
frequencies which allows exceptionally wide. sm_ooth, frequency response and freedom
from distortion.
$79.95

AKG
Microphone

~-

Tandberg 9200X
Superb performancP. ease of
operation. and dPpe11dab1l1ty
are th e requirements for our
tape recorder Accordingly we
chose a Tandberg 9200X.
I
I

I

Mcintosh C-28
We chose the Mcintosh C-28
because it has internal noise
level of less than one-third of
any preamp1ifier . The 114 dB
dynamic range of the C-28 exceeds that of the world's finest
concert hallsl
$499.00

Tandberg
Tape Recorder

$949.00

I

I
I

I

'
. .. '
I

..

I

_.

-

·:·

•• •

Mcintosh ML 2C
The pe r fect reproduction of
1·ecorded sound requires the
world's finest loudspeaker systems: only the Mc lntosh ML 2C
loudspeakers fill this requirement!
$624.00ea.

• ••

/

,.
'
• • ••
I

,.

/

Mel ntosh C-28

/

/

Preamplifier

/

I

/

I

Mel ntosh
Environmental
Equalizer

"'~

...., -

••

~

_,,.....

~-=~

Loudspeaker

/
/
/

/

I

I

Mcintosh

,,'
/

~

•

/

...

/
/

--------·-----........ . ... . . . .. . ......

Mcintosh MC-2105

Mcintosh MO 101
Every listening room creates its
own unique acoustical environment. The Mcintosh MO 101
will be used to match the
ML2C loudspeaker to our dem·
onstration room.
$250.00

Mcintosh
MC-2105 Amplifier

The accurate recreation of live
music requires a great reser '
vo1r of undistorted amplifier
power . Each channel of the
MC-2105 can provide a continuous 105 watts. of power. with
less than one-quarter of one
pe1 cent distortion' $649.00

Maurice Special
During "Live versus Recorded"
BASF 1800 LH

regular price $5 10

ONLY!
NOW

$360

each
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Ne w College decision due today
BY PARKER STOKES
Oracle Staff Writer

The New College Board of
Trustees will meet today to
decide whether to accept a
··proposed merger with the State
University System (SUS), Mildred
Randolf, secretaty to New
College Pres . Arland ChristJaner sai(l.
Christ-Jan er,
who
was
unavailable for
comment
yesterday, said last week New

College officials and the Board of
Regents were in "substantive
agreement to merge. "
OVER $3 MILLION have been
allocated by the Legislature for
the purchase of the Sarasota
institution.
Christ-Janer said here Monday
only " small technical considerations;' remain to be worked
out between the state and New
College. He was on campus
meeting with USF Pres. Cecil

Mackey to discuss the merger.
One of the major concerns in
the earlier stages of the talks was
how to retain some of New
College's innovative programs
and policies.
State University System
Chancellor Robert Mautz had
said in a letter to Christ-Janer, "I
think we all agree the enabling
legislation as written i.s
restrictive in that it precludes the·
continuation of New College.in its

Parking Violations ·Appeals Board
urged by public safety group
The Public Safety and SecurHy
Committee yesterday recommended a Parking Violations
Appeals Board be established at
USF.
The final decision whether to
establish the board will be made
by . the Vice President for Ad~
ministration Ken Thompson.
IF APPROVED the board will
be comprised of ·seven members :
four students, one career service
person, one faculty member, and
one
administrative
and
professional person.

The committee decided appellants must appear personally
before the board but time extensions will be granted if the
board is notified of extenuating
circumstances .
Traffic Coordinator Otto
Meerbott said, "I don 't know of
anyone in the world who would
turn down an emergency."

Chief of Security <Uravich) and
to this committee on the traffic
and parking situation," Kopp
said.

present form and constrains us as
we explore ways and means by
which some of the New College
concepts can be preserved.
"I HOPE YOU will agree,
however, that the limits per-

mitted us, the plan outlined
provides hope of continuing some
of the programs and concepts of
New College," he said.
If the merger is approved, New
College would join the SUS in the
Fall of 1975.

Outdoor
Canoe
Rentals
Mon - Fri 4 pm - 8 pm
,,,__ _..v. Sat, Sun and holidays - all hours

$7.50 a day includes:

*paddle s
*ice chest

*rack
*cushio ns

Corner of 127th a Ave. at 19th St 977-1180

Kopp, chairperson of the
committee, recommended the
decision on whether appellants
should be allowed to bring a
representative such as a lawyer
be left to the board itself.
"WHY DON'T we leave these
questions to the board?" he
asked. "These should be the kind
of operating decisions they
should make for themselves."
Uravich suggested Meerbott be
an ex officio, non-voting member
of the board.
" I think having the traffic
coordinator part of the board is
· dangerous," Kopp said. "In this
he's more of a defendant. The
traffic coordinator should be
there but not be a member. "

Ed Kopp
•.. committee chairman

Possible honors
recipients need
to make sure
· Students wishing to participate
in the Honors Convocation, an
assembly to honor USF's outstanding students, should check
to see if they are qualified before
Oct. 11 , Margaret Martinroe of
Academic Affairs said yesterday.
Today is the deadline for the
cards to come in, she said, but
students who think they are
eligible should come to the
Academic Affairs Office at ADM
226.
"To be eligible, a student must
have a grade point ratio of 3.5
for 12 hours or more for three out
of four quarters," Martinroe
said. The only S-U grades included in the first 12 hours are for
those courses which offer no
other option, she said .
If a student cannot come to the
convocation ceremony, but
leaves his address at ADM 226,
the certificate will be mailed to
him, she said.
The Honors Convocation will be
held Oct. 20 at 3 p.m . in the Gym,
Martinroe said . Participating
students may bring guests if they
wish.

The plan provides for all appeals to be first chahnelled ·
through Meerbott with the board
being the final appeal for
dissatisfied persons.
"This board should be a useful
source of feedback to both the

New Albums
.
I

•

\'

•

Budget tapes has a
large supply of
head equipme nt
including pipes,
papers, incense
USF

OiveUToThePoople

Fowler Ave.

Ii;.

RIGHTEOUS
BROTHERS

Walls
and
Bridges
John

Normandy
Park

Lennon

'l'etrace
Village
Shopping
Centre ·

ON SALE
$469 each
Sale Price good
thru Oct. 10th.

Budg et Tapes
10944 N 56th

Open Noon - 9 pm
Every day including

& Records
988-2985

Sunday
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In fla tio n ra is es Saga pr ic es
BY DAVID RUSS
Oracle Staff Writer

Inflationary increase s in the
wholesa le food market have
forced Saga to raise its meal plan
prices by 6 per cent, Ed Fisher,
director of Saga Food Service
said.

Ed Fishe r
... cites increas es

These cost increase s are also
responsible for price increase s in
vending machines and other Saga
operations on campus, Fisher
said .
THE 20-MEAL plan which was
$207.33 per quarter last year now
costs the student $220.00, he said.
The 15, 12, and 10-meal plan show
similar increases.
" An inflationary market affects
us just like it does prices at the
superma rket, " Fisher said, "and
costs are up a total of 18.8 per
cent. "
A four-fold increase in the price
of sugar and a 140 per cent rise in
grain prices have caused a nickel
increase for candy, .gum, and
mints, and a dime increase for a
cup or of beer in the Empty keg,
Fisher said .
Local wholesalers who supply
Saga with food and supplies
reported increase s in almost all
items checked. A Foods Internation al spokesman said sugar has tripled in price since last
year . This is reflected in a 30 per
cent over-all rise in canned

goods, he said. Flour is up 8 to 10
per cent with another increase
due soon , pasta is up 15 per cent
and rice is slightly higher than
last year , he said.
A SPOKESMAN for Eli Witt
said paper product prices are 33
to 40 per cent higher than they
they were at the end of last year.
A Frozen Fridgid Foods
spokesm an said frozen food
prices are up 10 per cnt overall
since last year with some items
up as much as 50 to 60 per cent.
The only Saga supplier that has
experienced a price decrease is
Painter's Poultry whose prices
have come down " substantially "
from last year , its spokesman
said .
Fisher said this year will not
represe nt as great an inflationary increase as last year
but there is no break in sugar
market and meal plan prices
could go up two per cent Qtr . 2.

University of Tampa said food
cost increases have forced the
university to raise the cost of a 20meal plan 19 per cent from $550 to
$650.
Robert Watson , Food Service
Director for Automatic Mer-

chandising, Inc . at Hillsborough
Community College , where no
meal plan is offered, said prices
have not gone up on the single
meals available in the cafeteria
since last year, but they could go
up if costs continue rising.

RIVER RIO~
is com ing!

I

EDMUND SLIZ, vice presiden t
for Busines s Affairs at the

Th ea tri ca l film pr og ra m
mo ve co nf us ing : Ho rs ma n
BY ILENE JACOBS
Oracle Staff Writer

Dr. David Horsman , assistan t
professor of the Mass Communications film program , said
this week that the decision to
move the theatrica l film portion
of the program was " confusing"
because no such portion can be
distingu ished from the film
program as a whole.
The Mass Comm film program
is "a film program without
limiting adjectiv es," Horsman
said. Two separate theatrica l and
documentary film program s do
not exist, he said.
LAST WEEK, Vice Presiden t
for Academic Affairs Carl Riggs
said the docume ntary film
portion of the departm ent will
remain in Mass Comm and the
theatrica l film portion will be
moved to the Art Departm ent in
the College of Fine Arts.

''There is only one film
program in the Mass Comm film
departm ent, which I founded four
years ago and designed all but
four courses for," Horsman said.
Mass Comm Departm ent
Chairma n Emery Sasser said his
definition of the theatrica l film
portion is "full blown 35mm
movie with fictional scripts and
actors."
By the docume ntary film
portion he said he means,
"suppor t of the rudimen tary film
experie nces ... for advertis ing,
news films, and docume ntaries."
HOWEVER, HORSMAN said
he didn 't understa nd how commercials could be included in
"what Sasser has called" the
docume ntary film program .
"There is confusion in Sasser's
terminology when he talks about
what he wants to keep and what

Poe to be swo rn in toda y
Bill Poe yesterd ay was
declared the official winner of the
Tampa mayor's race. He won
over opponent Joe Kotvas by a
certified 368 vote margin.
Poe will be sworn in today at 2
p.m. at Curtis Hixon Convention
Center.
The ballots were recounted
yesterd ay and Supervi sor of
Elections Jim Sebesta said a few
errors in vote counting were
found. However, he said the
margin of error was not substantial.
Represe ntatives for both Poe
and Kotvas, a Tampa city
councilman, were on hand during
the recount. A spokesman for
Kotvas said he sees no reason to
challenge the results of the
election.

Also yesterda y, Gov. Reubin
Askew certified the election of
Robin Krivanek, widow of a
former USF professor, to the
supervis or of elections post in
Tampa.

Mi Back Yard

Elections for 26 seats on the
Social Science College Council
will be held Oct. 15 and 16, Don
Lacey, the group 's adviser. said.
in
turn
may
Student s
nominations until Oct. 11 in the
Dean's office.
Two represen tatives from each
departm ent in the college will be
selected, Lacey said.

1974 legislat ure , all events
sponsored by groups receiving
activity and service fee money
must be free .
Non-students will be charged
admission.

thi$ weekend:

Draft Pab$1' and Miller Beer in Jars
Pint soc

Quarf $1
Gallon $4

112 Gallon $2

Thun der and Ligh tning
Now Sef\ling Daify-Open PH BBQ
Burgel'$1 Chicken1 Mullet
Serving from 11 a.m. to Midnit e

This Sund ay-Sm oked Mulle t Dinne r $1.25

College Council elections
to be held Oct. 15-16

ID need ed for admi ttanc e to free movi es
Students must have validate d
Qtr. 1 ID cards in order to gain
free admission to SG Productions
and UC Program ming Office
events.
Because of a bill passed by the

'.'le wants to jettison, " he said.
Horsman said he was "confused" about whether he will
move to the College of Fine Arts
along with part of the film
program .
"I'm not looking for another
job in another college," he said.
"I was hired by this college and I
spent four years building a
program here .
"NOBODY'S OFFER ED me a
job in another college and I have
no reason to believe anyone intends to offer me one," Horsman
said.
Art Departm ent Chairm an
George Pappas said that the
curricu lum for the newly
acquired film program will have
to be develop ed before the
question of which faculty
member s go where is dealt with.

~·

Joi n Pla nt Pa ren tho od
Beaut iful i'ndoo r tropic al plants .
Prices are very reaso nable and the plants are health y.
New shipm ent of cacti, and grafts : our prices start at soc.
Come see our large select ion of hangi ng baske ts,
3.50 & up; sand, grave l, & Bonsa i.

Free Coleus cuttings this lveek with this ad.

Bou tiqu e Plan t Ado ptio n Center
corne r 56th ST. & 127th A VE. 988-3 923 open 6 days closed Wed.

( tlassified ads
"'

[

PERSONAi.

l

GUYS-GALS 18-24 years old. A progressive
New York Co . is ex panding operations in
the S. E . N ow h iri ng ambitious folk s for
staff full and pa rf time of Ta mpa office
Long hair 0.K. 5160-52 00 PER WEEK . For
appt. call M r. O'Cl ea ry at 870-15 43 . 9 a. m ..
2:30 p. m .
10-4

WATER BED fram es {on or above ground) .
Cu stom built at a price you can afford. Call
Brian 977 -4933 or 97 1-3784.
10- 4,9, 10.

CASH FOR bedroom furnitur e. Need red:
desk , dresser , chair, floor lamp . Call earl y
a . m . 971-7860. Chuck .
10-9.

[

HELP WANTED

)

people who are not molded into society and
want to make it without compromise. We
offer hard work, preserva tion of your
individuality and 51 60 per wee k. For appt.
calf 870-1543. Asl< for Mr. Hamilton, 9 a.m.2 p.m.
10-4

(

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
needs a
se cretary with t y ping and shorthand
abiliti es. 20 hrs per week. Call 974'240 1 or
come by UC 156, 9 - 5: 30 & ask for
Stephanie.
10-9:

E X P. SALES hel p wanted. Apply Slik Chi k
Fashions . 10024 N. 30th St.
10-6.

J

ca1E TO OUR PL.ACE

Jfirrst i~aptist QII1urd1
_ _ _ 119 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Aladdin's lamp

~

NO.

-

Lt'I

RJiLER 1\VciJLt.

COUIGE NID CA/IlR IJEPARli'I EllT
Df\ , TO'IY MOORE , DI IHTOR

LIM A, PERU ... Dec . 12-24. 4 credits . 5575
includ es transportation from Miami ,
room, br ea l<fast , din ner. See L upton , OCT
Program , FAQ 122, 2536.
10-31

ti!Bll STUDY

1... TV, RADIO, STEREO

t

SONY TC -44 0 auto-r ever se, r ee l to reel tap e
deck. Echo, sound on so und, etc. Perfect
condition . E xt ra tape both new and
record ed. $2 00. 977-0 896 after 5 p.m . 10-10.

I

•

F o rms

• No tices
., Direct M aii

RH COFFEE, JUICE, Al'iil

W:~IJTS

e

Instructi ons

YOIJTH CENTER

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

-----~-- -- ------------------------~------------

ORACLE
LET 472 -'- Tampa, Fla. 33620

CLASS IF i ED RATES:

Campus F i rst 20 words minimum Sl.20, paid in
adv an c e , with l . D . Ad d itional wo rds 6
c e nts e ach.
Off -Ca mp u s F i rs.1 15 words minimum Sl.50, pa id i n
advance . Additiona l words 10 cents each.
D eadlin e 12 noon, 2 da ys p r ior to publication.

Enve lopes

e

H andb ills

tD

Po st Card s
Broc hures

~ Data S h e ets

" Hou se Orga n s
<i. Co s t S h eets

"' O rd er Fo r ms

o

Pr ic e L ist s

., Work

<1>

Re sumes

S h eet~

988-1133

10002 · 56!h STRE Er - TEMPL E HRRACE, FLORIDA

L ette rh ea d s
., Circulars

e

ll :(XJ A,M ,

TIWlSPORTATJ m

Number of t imes to run

• Bu ll et i ns

9:30 AJL

h\JRSHIP

paper.

• Catalog Sheets

!

us SHARE GOD' s

re m ittance or drop off at

e
a

BESTSELLER
WORLDWIDE

U, S. F.

TRAVEL
OPPORTUNITIES

PERSON to sha r e spa cious house . S65 plus
utiliti es. 315 S. Hyde Park . Call 971-75 28 or
st op by a fter 6.
10-4 .

• S ales l e t te r s

1

\.'E IDl:H THE

~~_DI

i·llWT Hi:1P YOU DEC IDE , BIJT THE B!Bl£ fl! Ll

I

condition with ex tras, onl y $325. Call 8861443 aft er 2 pm.
10-4.

No extra c harge for color ed bond

~

TWO L.OC/.\TiOf\I S TO SE RVE YO U BETTE~/<
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~
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Address

City

Zip

CITf J_IJ.ICIIICU__,__!__._I_.__I !___.__!__.___._I,___J-,llO
1-1~.I_J~LTI_ J_LLl __l 1 _
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L

5 10 1 E . Busch B lvd .
T ;Jm pa . F l a. 33(117
985-2 0 8:3

Name.

[ I l JJ I [ I I l l I: l
I Il I I I I I I I I
OIL [ I l IJ-J I I l l I [ l l r I I I I I I I I

c An noun cern ent s e Stuffers

4 347 1.u l<ennccl v Blvd.
T ;:i rr,1""· t- ; ~ . 33 fl09
8 79 -4684

If YOU REALLY CARE-

'72 KAWASAKI G-5 100, 2200 miles, exc el lent

FEMALE ro ommate wa nted to sha re 2 br ., 'J.
bath a pt . locate d at 56th St . and Fowl er.
Calf Jane at 98 8'7 166.
10-8.

LO ST - Man's scholll r ing ( USF ). Pl ease call
att-?r t, pm, 9138-~486. Ring i5 w hite go ld
w ith "R" initial on st on e a nd name insi de,
SlO r ewar d.
10-2, 3,4 :

;=;

"-~

HAV!lfi TAJUBL£ TRY!lfi TO OCC!Lt?

1973 HONDA 350 Cb . Only 400 miles. $850.
Call 985-2064 or 988-2982.
10-4.

back seco nd . 536,000; 51,500 be low present
asking price for same unit . Pl ease ca ll 988w
92 12.
10-4

REWARD - Lost Go lden Retri ever . Ma le, 70
l bs. L ost a r ound US F area. I f yo u see or
hear a n ything about th e dog please ca ll
me. I love him very much . Margie 97 19432, 97 1-20 45, 971 -8499, 971 -175 1.
10-4

)

AUTOMOTIVE

MOTORCYCLES
& SCOOTERS

MEADO WOOD CONDO'S

APTS'° & HOUSES
TO SHARE

Lt
,:;~~

1965 VA LIANT, 4 door, air condit ioned,
automati c tran smi ssion. Inspected Good
condition. Excellent mileage. 985-1763 . 10-9.

J

REAL ESTATE

Women's Line 974-2556

1970 MALIBU, Air, PB, PS, 350-4 SP. Sharp
in and out. Must sell! 977-1289.
10- 10.

3 bedroom , one floor garden home. A ll applian ces, full draper ies . Must se ll. Assume
7 3-4 per cent mortgag e or buy con ve ntional , or assum e wit h awnei taking

DOMESTIC help wanted M -F . Morning s 8:00
- 12:00. Clos e to USF. Call evenings 9851328 .
10-8 .

I

J

SURFBOARD - Gordon & Sm i th Hot Cu r l ,
9' 0", 18 lbs., exc ellent condition, no d!ngs
or fractur es, S50. Ph 9n~ 9~8-.77 11 .
10-4,0

r

Rap Cadre
2767.

974-2555

1968 FORD LTD in excellent condition. Alf
power with air. Just tuned. Sacrifice $500.
Please call 971-2823.
10-2,3,4,8, 9:

10 GALLON Aquarium compl ete with all
accessories, suppli es, fish an d food . $15.
Calf 971-5014 aft er 5.
10-4.

PART-TIME telephone solicitors for tax
shelter investm ent company. Work
even i ngs Monday through Thursda y from
5 to 9 p . m . and on Friday from 4 to 8 p. m . 20
hour week. Start at S2. 50 hour plus mont h ly
bonus. Pl ease call 872-9236 between 3 p.m.
and 5 p .m .
10-4,B, 9

LOST & FOUND

[

TWO CONTEMPORARY bowl chairs-Like
new-S50 each; Stand-up ba r ( 41 "x4 8"l S60 King size waterbed padd ed frame S20;
Portabl e stereo SJO. Call 988-2930 between 6
pm and 11 pm.
10-4:

UNISEX clothing store wants salesgirl for
evening (5-9:30 p.m.) shift . Po lygraph
required. Call aft er 5 p.m. for appointm ent . Pants Towne, F lor ifand Mall.
YJ)-37 58.
1~-10.

Helpline or

IN TRO U BLE ?
NEED INFORMATION>

FOR RENT 3 Br. mobile home. Partially
furnished on 21/2 acres, 10 min . from USF .
Call owner in Sebring (813) 385-3719 for
furthe r information .
10-8:

LEVI BELLS in d enim , cords & brush
denim. Straight legs in d enim & cords.
Also acme boots & good selection of
western shirts. Onl y 10 min . from ca mpus
- 4 blocks north of Dog Trac!< s. Ber ma x
Western Wear. 8702 Nebraska Ave.
10-31.

PARALYZED veteran needs a part-t i me
aide in r eturn for room & board or a small
sa lary . For more information, ca l l L y nn ,
971-3247.
10-4.

please contact
HAVE A PROB L EM>

CA LL

10-4

FOR SALE

in training to
be Helpline
operator ,

71;, MINUTES
FROM USF
New 2 bdr w-w carpet central heat and air,
drapes, furn. S180-unfurn 5155 . Phone 9886393 .
tf

" TYPI NG ,' 1 nea t and accu r ate. I BM
Selectric, Greek symbols . Close to USF .
Please calf 626-0321. 9-24 ; 9-27 ; 10-1; 10-4 ;
10-8; 10-11 ; 10-15 ; 10-18; 10-22 ; 10-25

CHANGE!! This is not a normal ad because
it is not a nor mal job and we don't want
normal people . We want ambitious yo ung

appoin t m e nt availabl e to fit you r cla ss schedule
Monday through Friday

If intereste d

DUPLEX APTS. 8614B Mulberry Dr. Two
bedrooms , air conditioned. Ca n be shared
by stud ents . S40 .00 weekly .
10-8.

CANOE RENTALS
Day -Week Ph . 935-00 ! 8

- - - - - -- -

LAKEFRONT APT. New furnished, one
bdrm , LR , DR, kit ., carpeted, ac , Gentl eman . 5175.00 incl. utilities. 986-3072 10-4

LSAT PREPARATION COURSE near USF .
Half of our students scored over 600. 70 pt.
improvement or your money back . 20 hrs,
S70. course repeatable fr ee. Attend first
clas s free , no obligation. For info calf 305854-7466 .
10-2, 4, 9, 11 , 16, 18, 23, 25.

10-9.

Call 253-2844

2 BEDROOM DUPLEX. Unfurn, 6 minutes
from USF . No deposit on pets , Lots of
room . Phone 986-3582 or 971-5605.
10-9

RIDING LESSONS Engli sh Equit at ion
and Dressage . Will teach you on your ow n
horse or wi l l furnish one. Call Casey 9613190.
10-4.

clothes, ceramics, antiques, etc. Taking
consignments also. Calf 977-5063 .

j

RAINBOW Rentals Furn . one bdrm apts.
Patio & poof, Lndry rms. $150. 971-6937
near USF .
10-18

EXTRAORDINARY TYPIST-6 plus Years
of Quality Work-I BM Selectric, typ e
changes , carbon ribbon , pica . Gloria 8843909.
10-15

HAVE SHOPS to sublet. Open for
suggestions . Plants, jewelry, crafts,

bonus with your first donation.
HYLAND DONOR CENTER
238 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, Fla. 33602

FLORA WO OD VILLAS
Countr y Li v ing
N ew 2 bdrm . dupl ex apts. 5175-5185. N ea r
USF & VA Hospital. 1 mile N. of Skipper on
Living ston Ave. Call 977-1142. 12;6

TYPING , Fast, Neat, and Accurate . T er m
Papers , Th eses, R esu m es. Close to USF .
988-0836 ..Lucy Wil so n
10-22

WANTED
HOUSE
Rental :
Visiting
Distinquish professor to rent from approximately Ch r istmas to summer .
Desires a yard to work in. No location
preference. Rental rate not a problem.
Call Gene Dunham evenings-988 -0259 or
974-2960 during day .
10-2,4,8, 10 :

-~R RENT

-·- - -- - ·

BAY AREA !RISH SETTER CLUB ANNOUNCES conformation classes (show
training) for all sporting bree ds of dogs.
Class es held at Rov Haines Park, thr ee
blocf<s south of Fletcher on N. Rom e .
Classes start October 8, 7: 30 p. m .,
registration 7 p .m . Oct . 8 & 15. 510 for ten
classes . Informat ion 837-5524 . l 0-3,4, 8, 11, 15.

BABYSITTERS needed for the Student
Government Babysitting Referral Service.
Babysit when and however oft en you like .
Come in and r egis ter at UC 156. Also , if you
need a sitter, call us at 974-2419.
10-4

Program and Receive up to $40 a month .
Bring Student ID or this ad and r ecei v e a

FOR RENT-Furn ., one bedroom, nea r
USF. Short term lease. No p ets please .
Call 977-16~4 after 5 p.m. and weekends,
12709 N. 19th St . 12;6.

VAN CONVERSIONS - Window & skylights
installed , vans custom panel ed & c ar peted . Good work , ch ea p prices. Call Brian
977-4933 or 97 1- 3784.
10-4, 9.

NEED TO RENT your apar t m ent or find a
roomm at e? Come by the Student
Government office and leave the i nformation with us . We will be happy to hel p
you through our Community Services
Office . -974-2419orcomeinU C156 .
10-4

I
~)
~·

I

I SERVICES OFFERED I

THE ORACLE-O

ctober 4, 1974
15
••••••••
••••••••
••••••••
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Donate on a Regular Blood Plasma
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THEM

$72-$90 per monlh

Just a block away!

LA MAN CHA DOS
/

1370.0 N. 42nd St.

( l block from USF, -off Fletcher)

Phone 9·7 1-0 l 00
·,~

Designed
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~

P-r ivacy

welcomes . -students!
;( •

